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Abstract

We report on a preliminary study which investigated the effect of form vs. meaning focused computer-based type-written activities on spoken communicative skills of learners of German. Both types of activities were realized as written interactions with a computer-based dialogue system and were framed within a “Directions giving” scenario. The linguistic form in focus was the German dative case in prepositional phrases. The paper introduces the methodology we adopt to assess the learners’ language fluency (holistic fluency ratings and temporal measures of speech) and reports on the results of a pilot experiment.
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1. MOTIVATION

Foreign language instruction can give priority to the formal aspects of language or to meaning and content. The distinction between emphasis on form versus meaning is often referred to as Focus on Forms (FonFS) vs. Focus on Form (FonF). The core difference being that FonFS addresses linguistic forms in isolation, providing no or limited meaningful context, while FonF tries to integrate meaning and form by drawing learners’ attention to forms as they arise within primary meaning-based language learning activities. The degree to which instruction emphasises linguistic forms can vary: explicit instruction explains the language phenomenon in question or asks learners to attend to particular forms in the target language. The key aspect of the FonF methodology is to provide learners with incidental opportunities to produce comprehensible output as well as to modify their output in response to content-motivated (implicit) form-focused feedback [1, 2]. This can be realized within focused communicative activities such as focused tasks, that is, tasks designed in such way that learners are likely to use a specific target structure, without being told what the specific linguistic focus is and without explicit emphasis on forms [3].

To date there appears to be no consensus as to what type of instruction is most effective in foreign language teaching, in particular, implementing the communicative approach. Several comparative classroom studies of explicit vs. implicit instruction and FonFS vs. FonF have been conducted resulting in mixed conclusions; see [4] for an overview on form-focused instruction and [5] for an overview on meaning-oriented focus on form. An obvious question to ask in the context of computer-assisted language learning (CALL) is whether computer-based task activities have an effect on language acquisition. While spoken-input CALL systems do exist (see, for instance, [6, 7]) spoken learner language is in general hard to analyze automatically, especially when subtle phonetic differences are involved in form-focused free production; however, see [8, 9] for recent advances in non-native speech recognition. It is therefore all the more interesting to investigate the effect of type-written computer-based activities on spoken language production.

The paper reports on a preliminary study which investigated the effects of explicit (FonFS) vs. implicit (FonF) type-written communicative focused activities on spoken fluency. The activities were set in the “Directions giving” scenario. The FonF activity involved free production dialogue during which a German CALL system we built provided incidental focus on form by implicitly correcting learner errors in the dative case. While our research addressed two issues: the effect of computer-based FonFS instruction vs. FonF on (i) the accuracy in the use of forms, and (ii) the spoken production in a communicative task, in this paper we present results on the latter question: Do computer-based form-focused type-written dialogues have an effect on spoken production fluency? To our knowledge no analogous experiments have been previously conducted.

2. FORM-FOCUSED DIALOGUES

In order to investigate the research question formulated above, we set up an experiment in which language learners interacted with one of two variants of a computer system we built. The system variants differed in the realization of focus on form (implicit/FonF vs. explicit/FonFS) and the interaction mode (free vs. constrained production). The structure and scenario were selected in such way that the communicative task is realistic and useful for the learner, with the target form either obligatory or natural to employ, thus inducing its incidental use.

2.1. The target form and the task

Form: German dative in prepositional phrases The dative case in German is required as an object of certain spatial prepositions. The case is marked morphologically on the gender-specific article as well as on adjectives and in specific cases on the head noun. Prepositions requiring dative include, among others, vor (‘in front of’), hinter (‘behind’), or zwischen ‘between’. Most locative prepositions used to describe spatial relations require dative, as does the directional preposition (bis) zu (‘to’). These prepositions can be elicited in a task which requires spatial descriptions and directions.

Task: Giving directions We designed a directions giving task in such way that an implicit FonF strategy (see below) can most efficiently elicit the forms of interest: The learners were presented with a simplified map of a fictitious campus, with build-

---

1See [10] for the results on the former.
2Certain verbs also govern the dative and the dative typically marks the indirect object, however, we do not address these uses here. Note also that the accusative is not likely to be used in the setup we created.
The learners were allowed three attempts to produce the correct form. The system explicitly signalled incorrect forms with a message and subtracted one point from the learner’s “score”; correct forms increased the score by one. After the third unsuccessful attempt the correct utterance was appended to the dialogue and the system generated its next turn.

3. THE EXPERIMENT

Design and procedure The study we conducted used a quasi-experimental design involving students from two German language classes taught by different teachers. Each class was split randomly into two sub-groups. One of the sub-groups was assigned to the free production, FonF/FP, condition and the other to the constrained production, FonFS/CP, condition.

The groups participated in two sessions with the systems, with one week’s break between the sessions. Each session consisted of at least two repetitions of the dialogue activity in different configurations of the map; see Section 2.1.5 Directly before and after the sessions, the subjects completed grammar tests and performed an analogous directions giving task in a spoken dialogue with a peer (see below). A pre-test was administered before the first session. Immediate post-tests followed the first and the second session. A delayed post-test followed after five weeks’ break. After the second session learners completed a biographical/system usability survey.

In order to elicit spoken production data, the participants were asked to work in pairs. They were given landmaps (adapted from Map Task [11]) with five different landmarks including the vocabulary and gender information. One partner’s map contained a route to describe, while the other’s task was to draw the route. The conversations were recorded upon consent and the data was used to evaluate oral fluency. The recordings were edited to remove irrelevant, non-task-related conversation and to split the recordings into separate files for each participant, the instructions giver, at a given test time. Apart from short confirmations and clarification questions, longer utterances by the other partner were excluded. The resulting samples were between 30 and 90 seconds long. The spoken interaction task was performed in the beginning of each of the two treatment sessions (T1, T2) and directly before the delayed post-test (T3).6

Participants Participants of the study were 22 students registered in general German courses at a university. They came from different language backgrounds, were both male and female, with an average age of 24 years, and have been learning German for an average of two years prior to the experiment. Their German proficiency was classified as ranging from A2 to B1+ CEF level [12], based on an initial course placement test. The courses met twice a week for 90 minutes. The experiment took place 6 weeks (approximately 15 instruction hours) into the course. Due to participant drop out and data loss, we could only use data of 13 participants to evaluate oral fluency.

---

1The two system variants were built on the same architecture. The CP variant used a simpler method to map the input to the expected answer (case-insensitive string matching) and a simplified dialogue model because elicitation subdialogues and recasts were not employed.

2For the second round, the basic map was kept, but the start point, the goal, the route, and the set of landmarks were changed. The participants took from 5 to 24 minutes (13 mins on average) to complete the activity in the FonF/FP and from ca. 2 and 10 minutes (4:30 average) in the FonFS/CP condition.

3We could not conduct the oral elicitation tasks exactly in parallel with the other tests for logistic reasons, thus we only have three samples for each participant instead of four.
4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1. Measures of fluency

In evaluating the fluency of learners’ oral production we pursued two methods: subjective holistic rating of fluency as perceived by human raters and an analysis of objective temporal measures of the recorded speech data.

Holistic rating of perceived fluency Following a methodology similar to [13] we asked three raters to rank the participants’ audio samples. The data were presented using the Rating Test tool\(^1\) which allows raters to click on audio buttons to listen to samples and then to drag the buttons on a two-dimensional pane to form a ranking (i.e. the scale is continuous.)

Procedure Raters were presented with the three (or two if only two recordings existed) speech samples of one participant recorded at different test times and were asked to rank them. The rating instructions were as follows: How good is the German of the speakers? Can they express themselves clearly and effectively? How fluent are they? In order to prevent confounding effects raters were explicitly asked to disregard pronunciation and grammatical accuracy since we did not expect the treatment to have an effect on pronunciation and we want to evaluate grammatical accuracy separately in detail, based on transcripts. The samples were randomized: both the participants and the given participants’ samples. The was no restriction on the number of times the samples could be played.

Raters Three raters with background in teaching German as a Foreign Language (GFL) and with differing amount of experience in judging learners’ performance were hired for the rating task. Two were experienced teachers, while the third was a fourth year GFL student. After the first round of rating we tested intra-rater agreement (Kendall’s coefficient of concordance) and selected a data subset which contained (1) samples rated with low consistency ($W < 0.5$) and (2) a small subset of samples rated with higher consistency. These were re-rated by the same raters in order to assess the intra-rater agreement (consistency).

Agreement In general intra-rater agreement was low ($W = 0.39$ averaged over all samples). Also, intra-rater agreement for two of the three raters was low ($W_1 = 0.68$ and $W_2 = 0.66$, averaged over all samples, versus $W_3 = 0.88$ of the most consistent rater) suggesting that the task is not easy. This impression was also confirmed by the raters themselves. In the results section (below) we report only ratings of the most consistent rater. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to assess the association between rating and test time.

Temporal measures In order to examine temporal correlates of fluency, speech data were transcribed and annotated. The following measures shown to correlate with holistic perception of fluency [14] were extracted: speech rate calculated in syllables per second (SR-s) and in words per second (SR-w), mean length of pauses calculated as the average length of pauses longer than 0.25 seconds (MLOP), mean length of runs calculated as the average number of syllables produced between pauses longer than 0.25 seconds (MLOR), phonation-time (PTR) calculated as proportion of time spent speaking in the time taken to produce the speech sample [15]; three PTR measures were calculated: PTR-nfp disregards filled pauses altogether, while PTR-fps and PTR-fpns count them as speech time and non-speaking time, respectively.

Because parametric assumptions were not met, we performed non-parametric analyses: The Friedman test was used for within-subject differences, followed by pairwise post-hoc comparisons using the Wilcoxon signed rank test on groups for which the Friedman test was statistically significant. For between-group comparisons the Mann-Whitney-U test was used. The significance level was set at 0.05, however we also report results at $\alpha = 0.10$ to indicate interesting tendencies.

4.2. Results

Table 1 presents Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between test time and rank (holistic rating of fluency) for both conditions and all subsets of test times. The $p$-values in the rightmost column are the significance levels of Fisher’s r-to-Z transformation which was used to compare the correlations.\(^8\) The only significant difference was found between the second and third oral test, with a stronger correlation between the rank and test time in the implicit FonF/FP group.

Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations (in parentheses) of all the temporal measures for both experiment conditions, averaged over participants.

The first thing to notice is that at the pre-test the two groups only differed significantly on the mean length of pauses, MLOP, but not on any other measures, with the FonF/FP group showing significantly longer pauses at pre-test than the FonFS/CP group. Since the length of pauses negatively influences the perceived fluency, the FonF group could have been considered less fluent than the FonFS group before treatment. MLOP increased in the FonFS/CP group and decreased the FonF/FP group, however, these changes are not statistically significant.

No significant differences were found in terms of speech rate measured in syllables per second, SR-s. However, for speech rate measured in words per second, SR-w, the FonFS/CP group showed a significant increase between T1 and T3.

On the mean length of runs with filled pauses, MLOR-fp, both groups started off the same and showed no change. Both groups exhibited the same pattern on both MLOR measures: decrease from T1 to T2 and increase from T2 to T3. With filled pauses excluded, MLOR, in the FonFS/CP group these differences are significant. In the FonF/FP group only the decrease between T1 and T3 is significant at $\alpha = 0.10$.

The groups did not show any difference on the PTR-fpsn measure (filled pauses not considered as speech). However, on PTR-fps (filled pauses as speech) the FonF/FP group increased between T1 and T3 ($\alpha = 0.10$), while the FonFS/CP group increased between T1 and T2 ($\alpha = 0.10$). With filled pauses excluded, PTR-nfp, the FonF/FP group increased between T1 and T3 ($\alpha = 0.10$) and at T2 the FonFS/CP group showed higher proportion of phonation time than the FonF/FP group.

---

\(^{1}\)http://ratingtest.sourceforge.net

\(^{8}\)Fisher’s transformation is not defined for $r = 1$; 0.99999 was used
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Table 2: Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) of temporal measures. Statistically significant differences are marked in bold: G indicates between-group difference at the given time, T between-time difference within the given group; *p < 0.10, **p < 0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>T1 (n=6)</th>
<th>FonF/FP</th>
<th>T2 (n=7)</th>
<th>FonFS/CP</th>
<th>T3 (n=6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR-s</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.30)</td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(0.66)</td>
<td>(0.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR-w</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.42**</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLOP</td>
<td>0.85***</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.62**</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLOR-fp</td>
<td>4.76**</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>4.19**</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.09)</td>
<td>(1.32)</td>
<td>(0.91)</td>
<td>(1.89)</td>
<td>(0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLOR</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>5.01**</td>
<td>3.96**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.31)</td>
<td>(1.81)</td>
<td>(1.52)</td>
<td>(1.56)</td>
<td>(0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR-nfp</td>
<td>0.67**</td>
<td>0.64**</td>
<td>0.76**</td>
<td>0.60**</td>
<td>0.63**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR-fps</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.68**</td>
<td>0.57**</td>
<td>0.65**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR-nfps</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 T1 > T2, T2 < T3

5. CONCLUSION

The presented study investigated the effect of type-written computer-based communicative language instruction, implicit FonF and explicit FonFS, on oral production. The effect was evaluated using ratings of perceived fluency and temporal measures of speech production. Since the number of participants whose data we were able to analyse was small, it is hard to draw firm conclusions. However, certain tendencies can be observed:

Correlations between holistic ratings and test times are in general low. The only reliable correlation was found between T2 and T3, that is, perceivable improvement took place only after the second session. The apparent difficulty in rating consistently suggests that between-samples differences might have been too subtle. Another problem might be insufficient sample length or lack of explicit training in this type of rating task.

Regarding the temporal measures related to fluency, it is interesting to note that significant improvements show between T1 and T3. In fact, the FonF/FP group shows improvements only at this interval. This suggests that the implicit FonF instruction might have more long-term than intermediate effect. Since the length of runs has been shown to be positively correlated with fluency, the decrease in MLOR between T1 and T3 in the FonF/FP group indicates a decrease in fluency, at least in this respect. However, lower MLOR might also indicate an increase in efficiency, instructions being more concise. Although the FonF/FP group improves on one phonation-time measure, PTR-nfp, between T1 and T3, its performance at T2 is inferior to the other group’s. Still, an improvement trend in this group can be observed in terms of reaching the performance of the other group on mean length of pauses after an inferior pre-test.

In summary, the results suggest that the effect of the two types of instruction on fluency are subtle and similar. In fact, the only between-group difference which can be attributed to treatment is in the phonation time excluding filled pauses, PTR-nfp, at T2. We plan to conduct another longer-term experiment with a larger number of participants in order to obtain more reliable statistical results. We also plan to look into the correlations between the learners’ performance in the course of the interaction with the system and the spoken fluency as presented here.
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